
DAF LF - AD1 Module fitting instructions 

 
Step 1. 
 
Clear the SCR and Engine control units of any fault codes prior to fitting the AD1 module to the truck. 
Once this is done please make sure the ignition is switched off before carrying out the installation. 
(This may require a full ECU programming with a DAVIE system to wipe the fault memory) 
 
Step 2.  
 
Open the wiring loom compartment at the front of the truck on the passenger side.  
Join the AD1 module into the following wires on the truck. (Do not cut any wires) 
 
AD1 Module RED Wire  -  24v Ignition Live on truck 
AD1 Module Black Wire  -  Permanent Earth on truck 
AD1 Module White Wire  -  Blue CAN HIGH Wire on truck 
AD1 Module Green Wire  -  Yellow CAN LOW wire on truck 
 
Note: The CAN HIGH/LOW wires can be identified easily as they are together on the same plug and 
they are also entwined together in the loom. 
 
 
Step 3. 
 
When the AD1 module is wired into the truck properly tape up the loom and mount the box securely 
to the chassis using suitable cable ties. (The AD1 module is completely water proof) 
 
 
Step 4. 
 
No go into the fuse box which is located in the passenger side of the dash. 
Please remove the following fuse to disable the entire Adblue system. 
 
1. Fuse E357 "Dosing" 
 
 
 
Job Complete....... 
 
 
Note: If you require the Adblue system to be activated again then you must turn off the ignition then 
replace the fuse which you removed in step 4. If this fuse is installed then the Adblue system will be 
active, if it is out then the module will take over. Never remove or replace the fuse with the ignition 
switched on! 
 
 
Legal Disclaimer 
 

ECUFLASH supplies this module to allow trucks to be downgraded from Euro5 to Euro3/4 specification. This unit should 
only be used off road or outside the European Union where Adblue is not available. ECUFLASH Ltd takes not responsibility 
for improper use of this module. 


